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Introduction

Scientists like analyzing complex phenomena. The most common way is to break

them into simple pieces. Since the properties of those simple pieces are well understood, 

the combination of these properties can help them understand the characteristics of the 

original phenomena.

In 1822, the French mathematician Joseph Fourier introduced Fourier analysis in 

his essay "Analytic Theory of Heat." Fourier analysis is a method to decompose a function 

into the sum of trigonometric sine and cosine waves of various frequencies and 

amplitudes. The familiar and well-understood trigonometric functions are easy to analyze. 

By combining information about a function's sine and cosine components, we can deduce 

the properties of the function itself.(1)

Another method of approximating a function is the wavelet theory, which was 

introduced by geophysicist Jean Morlet and mathematical physicist Alexander Grossmann 

in the early 1980s in France. Instead of working with the infinitely undulating sine and 

cosine waves, wavelet analysis relies on translations and dilations of suitably chosen 

"mother wavelets. "(2) Then we can express a function as linear combinations of all these

wavelets.

Fourier analysis is especially suited to analyzing periodic phenomena, since 

periodicity is the most prominent property of sines and cosines. Wavelet theory, on the 

other hand, is good at approximating a function over a finite and localized interval.
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In my paper, I used the computer program Mathematica to decompose a smooth 

polynomial function into a set of Fourier coefficients and a set of Haar wavelets. After

rounding the data to within a certain relative error, I reconstructed the functions and

compared them graphically with the original one. To understand how that works requires 

some introduction to the Fourier transform and wavelet theory.
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Fourier Analysis

The Fourier Series

The Fourier Transform is a tool that decomposes data or functions into different

frequency components. These frequency components are related to the amplitudes of the

sine and cosine functions in a Fourier series. Here a brief summary of the Fourier series is

given, along with its Fourier transform, following reference (3).

Any periodic function f (/) satisfying the Dirichlet condition* can be converted 

into a combination of trigonometric functions:

oo
/(0 = «o + Z + <D„)

n=l

00

nCos(nmt) + bnSin(ncot')\ (1)
n=l

where a> = / T,

2 772 2- J f (t)Cos(ncoi)dt, and b„=-
* -T/2 -*

r/2
J f (t)Sin(na)C)dt.

-r/2

T is the period of the function f (/).

Equation (1) is called the Fourier series expansion of a periodic function f (/), and

a0, an,bn are called the Fourier coefficients. The nth frequency component will be

* The Dirichlet condition: For -T/2 < x < T<2, f(x) is defined and bounded, has only a finite number of 
maxima and minima, and has only a finite number of discontinuities/31
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fn (7) = anCos(ri(ot) + bnSin(na)t\

If we then use Euler’s formula,

CosB=-(eie + e~i0) and = --(<?*+ «-*),
2 2

the Fourier series expansion can be written in a complex form:

/(0 = «0

-incot

„=1 L
i(a,-i4,X"+i(o,+«,)e

If we let

T/2
C0=a0 = - jf(f)dt,

1 -T/2

1 1 T/2 

1 -T/2

and

1 1 r/2CL.-{(<..+».) = ■= {/(/>“dt
-T/2

6 then we have
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00

/M = G+£(cy“+c
n=l

oo j oo
= = y Z [ J/M<r“W" (2)

«=-co * n=-<x> -T/2

where n eZ

Equation (2) is the complex form of the Fourier series, and Cn determines the

magnitude and phase of the nth frequency component of the function

because = A /2 and ZC = d>w n n

The Fourier Integral

For a non-periodic function, we let the period go to infinity:

T—> oo.

From equation (2) we have

oo

r -co _T/2

And we let

<y„smy; A<y„ s Cl) „+i o.
2ft

♦

where

A<u„ -» 0 as 7—» oo;

therefore
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fV) = f [f” f^e-^dr] e^‘ da 
2?rJ-x

j_
2n

oo
\F{a}eitotda,

-00

00
where F(aj) = f(T)e~,l>,Tdr . (3)

-00

Equation (3) is called the Fourier integral, and f (Z) must be piecewise continuous and

integrable.

The Fourier Transform

Based on the conditions that f (Z)has to be piecewise continuous and integrable,

we achieve the standard Fourier transform,

00

-00

and the inverse Fourier transform,

Provided with the Fourier transform and the inverse Fourier transform, we find 

that it is often easier to analyze properties of a complex electrical signal* by looking at it as 

a superposition of sinusoidal signals at different frequencies/3’

e

An electrical signal is represented by the changes in its magnitude of voltage or current as time 
progresses; the information is contained in the "wiggles" in the signal waveform.
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The Discrete Fourier Transform

The Fourier integral formula

OO

X{(o) = J x(t)e~ia*dt
—00

can be approximated by a summation

N-l .2ff_ -j—pnht
X(pa)n) = YAn^>e T (4)

n=0

'ItTl ^71
where p = 0,1, 2, 3,.. .N-1, and a>n= — =------is the fundamental frequency. In

T NX

signal analysis, equation (4) corresponds to samples of a continuous signal equally spaced 

in the frequency domain of the Fourier transform of the signal. Therefore, given a sample 

of points evenly spaced in the time domain, we should be able to find its corresponding 

amplitudes at the set of frequencies which are discrete multiples of the fundamental 

frequency 6?0.

Equation (4) is called the Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT), defined as a Fourier 

representation of a finite sequence, a discrete function widely used in electrical 

engineering. And if we define

Ap = X(po}0)/ Al

and

x„ = x(«Af),

then we have
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W-l
A = Zx(«A/>

M=0
At

= Zx»(e T )

'2x *i—pnkt 
T

n=0

and since

then A =£*.<*")'•
n=0

Given the discrete Fourier transform, we can also derive the inverse Discrete

Fourier transform. Each element in {xn} can be obtained from the transform sequence 

Why®

™ p=0

n = 0, 1,. . . ,N-1.

Suppose we have a function

/(/) = -Z3 +6/2 +2t.
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Its graph would look like this:

After taking four Fourier coefficients and rounding them to 5% relative error, then 

reconstructing the function and comparing with f (/), we will have this:

<1
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If we take eight discrete Fourier coefficients, we will see this:

Taking sixteen Fourier coefficients would give us this:

which is a very good approximation of the original graph.
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The Windowed Fourier Transform

In real life, we are interested only in analyzing a signal over a finite duration of 

time, and we are generally interested in its frequency content. Therefore, in order to

• achieve time-localization, we can first multiply the function f(t) with a window function

g(Z - c) and then take its Fourier transform:

(®) = J ~ c)e '“dt (5)
where the window function g(t - c) is a well-localized* piece which is centered at c. 

Therefore, in order to have a function localized, we only need to take the Fourier 

transform of f (/) g(t - c). There are many choices for the window function g; however

the choice should have reasonable smoothness.

We can also assign regularly spaced values nt0 and ma0 to c and a, where m, n

range over Z, and t0,a>0 >0. Then equation (5) turns out to be

C[/] = . (6)

Changing the numerical value of n, which shifts the horizontal position of the

window function g by steps of t0, allows the recovery of all of f from the .

The windowed Fourier transform is a standard technique for time/frequency

• localization/2’ For a non-periodic function, the Fourier transform and discrete Fourier 

transform give us a good approximation over a finite time/frequency interval. However,

"well-localized" means that the window function should he equal to unity for a finite time interval and 
equal to zero elsewhere.
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outside the interval, they give us unnecessary, even false, information because the 

reconstruction of the function is always periodic, unlike the original function. When we 

are choosing an appropriate window function, the windowed Fourier transform would be 

able to give us the approximation of a function over an interval determined by the window 

function and zero outside the interval. Therefore, we do not need to worry about the

useless information.
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Wavelet Theory

The wavelet transform also provides a time/frequency description as does the

0
Fourier transform.

The Wavelet Transform

The wavelet transform formula is defined as

(7-”/)(O>i) = |o|-‘'T /(OH—)<* (7)
' ' J-CO a

where f = 0.
J-oo

We can also write equation (7) as

(7’”-/Xa,i) = f/(0<'‘W<* ,

where

Hi(0 = |o|’“H—)■
a

The functions i//a,b (/) are called "wavelets," and the function y is called the "mother 

wavelet." The parameter "a" of \jja'b (t) determines the horizontal compression and 

stretching; the parameter b moves the time localization center, as demonstrated in the 

example below. When we restrict a and b to only discrete values,

a = a™,b = nboa™,
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with m, n ranging over Z , and a0 > 1, b0 >1 fixed, then we have

I I J— 00

which after simplification we redefine as

9
OXT/) = l“.r'2 f" fW^'t-nb^.’ 1 1 J—00

The Mexican Hat Function

A typical choice for is

</(/) = (l-/2)exp(-/2 /2),

which is the second derivative of the Gaussian function

/(Z) = exp(-/2 /2).

The shape of if/ looks like this:
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Sometimes it is called the "Mexican hat function" because it resembles a cross

section of a Mexican hat.(2> The Mexican hat function is well localized in both time and

frequency, as we can see in the graph above, and also satisfies

f w(i)dt = 0.
J-00

If we choose the parameter a = 2, b - -2, ya,b (/) will be translated and stretched as in 

the figure shown below:
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If we choose the parameter a = 0.6, b - 2, y/a,b(f) will be translated and compressed:

We can see the translation and dilation clearly if we superimpose three graphs on the same

scale:

From the above graphs, we observe that wavelets have time-widths adapted to 

their frequency: high-frequency y/a,b are very narrow, while low-frequency i//a,b are much

16



broader.* Cc npared with the window function g which has the same width, or in other 

words the sa re frequency, the wavelet transform is better able than the windowed Fourier 

transform to zoom in" on very short-lived high-frequency phenomena, such as a transient 

"blip" in sigr .ls.(2)

Folio /ing is a graph taken from reference (1):

A Fourier (mid e) and wavelet (bottom) reconstruction of a function (top) with a sharp discontinuity. The 

Fourie: reconstruction uses 65 nonzero coefficients, the wavelet reconstruction only 18.

6

"high frequei; y" means small a and hence a small time interval; conversely "low frequency" means 
large a.
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Orthogonality

Orthogonal Series

One common property that is shared by the Fourier series and wavelets is 

orthogonality. The Fourier series and wavelets can also be called "orthogonal series."

The orthogonal series play an important role in many areas of mathematics as well 

as in applications. They constitute an easy way of representing a function in terms of a 

series and may replace complicated operators on the function by simpler ones on the 

coefficients of the series. The trigonometric functions and orthonormal polynomials are

the most familiar ones.(4)

Here we start with the definition:

Definition:

A nontrivial sequence {/„}“=0 of real or complex functions is said to be

orthogonal if

and orthonormal if in addition = 1, n = 0,1,2,. . .

c denotes the complex conjugate of c. Therefore, orthogonality and normalization are 

the two necessary conditions for a sequence of functions to be orthonormal. If we have an
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orthogonal system, then we can expand any function as a linear combination of the 

orthogonal functions:

OO
/(*) = Z «„/„(*) •

n=0

To determine the coefficients an, we take the inner product of both sides by an element

fm chosen from the {fn}; then we have

n=0

Since {fn}is an orthogonal system, then = 0 whenever n^m. Therefore,

00

n=0

It follows that

or

a =

if the functions fn are all normalized/5’

Therefore we can express a function by a linear combination of the orthogonal

functions fn . This conversion is very helpful in many areas because we can replace a 

complicated operation on the original function f by simpler operations on the coefficients 

of its series expansion. In signal analysis, we store these coefficients for the input signals,
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and can then reconstruct these signals by retrieving the coefficients from the computer's

memory.

The Trigonometric Series

The trigonometric series is a good example of an orthogonal system. As mentioned 

previously, the Fourier series of a function f (/) may be written as

/(Z) = a0 +S(«„Co5«<a0Z + i 5z««<y0Z), (8)
»=1

where T is the period of f(t), cd0
27T

T and the coefficents are given by

1 fT/2

i-Tnf^Cos^na^dt ,

bn=j Gnf^Sin^n(0^dt > « = 1,2,3, . . .

Here, the set of functions {Cos(na>0t),Sin(na)0t)} forms an orthogonal set on the interval

[-7’ /2,T/2]' but the trigonometric functions are not normalized.
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The Haar System

As mentioned earlier, a discrete family of wavelets has the

form i//a,b (Z) = |ar| “ ------) and a = a”, b = nbQa™ . If we choose some special values

for yr, a0 and b0, the „ constitute an orthonormal basis for L2 (R). * Suppose we

choose a0 =2,b0 - 1; then we have

^m,n(x) = 2-'"/>(2-mx-«) (9).

The oldest example of a function y that would make equation (9) constitute an

orthonormal basis for L2(R) is

fl

^(x) = < -1 
0

0 < x < 0.5
0.5 < x < 1 (10)
otherwise

which is called the Haar function. The Haar function has been known since 1910.(2)

1} (R) denotes the subspace of all functions f (x) whose squared magnitudes are integrable on the 
real axis -oo < x < oo .
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Its shape looks like this:

1

0.5

^(x)

-2 -1

-0.5

L 2

-1

If we choose y/ as in Equation (10), then the i//m n are called the Haar wavelets;

2”m/2 is the amplitude of the wavelets. Equations (9) and (10) imply

\-m/2

-2 -m/2

2mn < x <2m(n + —)
2

2m(n + ^)<x<2m(n + r). 

otherwise

Orthonormality is easy to prove here. Since we know that y/m n is non-zero only

on the interval [2mn, 2m(n +1)], it follows that two Haar wavelets of the same scale (same 

value of m) never overlap, so that <^m„, y > = 0 for n * ri. Overlappings are possible

22



if the two wavelets have different scales (different values of m). If m<m', then n (x) lies

wholly within a region where (x) is constant, as illustrated in the figure for m = 0,

l/o.o (*)
1

0.5

0 5 L 1.5 >

0.5

-1

Therefore the inner product of ym(x) a°d (x) is then proportional to the integral

of i//mn itself, which is equal to zero. For the case m-rh, n-h , the inner product of

yjmn and itself is

= 1

which completes the proof of orthonormality.

We can write a piecewise constant function as a linear combination of translated 

and scaled Haar functions, since Haar wavelets are piecewise constant themselves.(2) The 

next section describes an example.
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Decomposition of a Function into Haar Wavelets

Suppose we have a piecewise constant function

4 0 < x < 4

f(x) = • 8
0

4 < x < 8 . 
otherwise

f(x)

8 -------------

6

4---------------

2

2 4 6 8 10 12 14

It can be written as the sum of a scaled Haar function fi(x),
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and a constant

/(x) = /,(x)+/2(x).

The constant value of /2 (x) is equal to the average of 4 and 8 (amplitudes of the

consecutive two constants of /(x)).

If the piecewise constant function has more than two steps (and, for convenience,

we assume the number of steps is equal to 2J, j eZ + ), we can always break it into a first-

order piecewise constant function and a first set of Haar wavelets. Then we decompose 

this first-order piecewise constant function into a second-order piecewise constant

function and a second set of Haar wavelets. We continue until we reach a constant over

the whole interval; then we have all the information we need for that function.

Haar wavelets are good for reconstructing a piecewise constant function. For a 

function which is smooth, continuous and not piecewise constant, we can first break it into

21 constant pieces (j is a positive integer) by taking the average value over 2J equal 

intervals. We then have a piecewise constant function and can use the decomposition 

method for the piecewise constant function to achieve a constant with a linear combination

25



of Haar wavelets. This is the information we need to reconstruct the function. The larger 

the j chosen (in other words, the more pieces into which we break the function), the

more accurate the approximation will be. Below is an example:

• Suppose we are trying to decompose the function

f (x) = -xA3 + 6xA2 + 2x

over the interval x=0 to 7, which we used as an example in the discrete Fourier transform. 

After we break f (x) down into 16 pieces, it looks like this:

Then, decomposing this piecewise constant function into a linear combination of Haar 

wavelets and a constant, we obtain a table of the amplitudes of the four sets of Haar

wavelets,

26



-23583 -44751 -49455 -32695 -9471 35217 96369 173985
16384 16384 16384 16384 16384 16384 16384 16384

-8799 -11151 2961 33537
2048 2048 2048 2048

-2751 4305
256 256

-63
32

, 77 ZT, , -23583 13097 1 z60263 13097, 60263
and a constant —. (For example: -------------------------- (---------+---------);......... and

4 16384 16384 2 16384 16384 16384

are amplitudes of the first two pieces of the constant piecewise function.) The

graphs are shown below:

first set of Haar wavelets (amplitudes correspond to the first row of the table)

f(x)

27



second set of Haar wavelets

third set of Haar wavelets

fourth set of Haar wavelets

f(x)
2

1

1

12 3 4 5 6
X

7

2

28



the Constant

f(x)

5

0

5

2 4 6 8

In most real applications, these coefficients are not stored as precise rational

numbers. They may be rounded to a finite precision to save computer storage memory, or 

they may be altered by noise and transmission errors if transmitted over a distance. We

will model this loss of precision by rounding the amplitudes of Haar wavelets and the

constant to 5% relative error. This gives a new table of data,

-1.44 -2.73 -3.02 -2.3 -0.58 2.15 5.9 10.6

-4.3 -5.4 1.45 16.4

-10.7 16.8

-1.97

with the constant 19.3.

If we now reconstruct the original function from these approximate coefficients,

the graph looks like this:

29



f(x)

Superimposed on the exact function's graph, we have this:

The above graphs show that the reconstruction of f (x) is a very good approximation of

the original shape, when the data has been rounded to 95% accuracy.
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Conclusion

The orthogonal sequences of the Fourier series and wavelets have a number of 

unique properties. These make them useful in data compression, in image analysis, in 

signal processing, in numerical analysis, and in acoustics/4’ They are particularly useful in 

digitizing data because of their decomposition and reconstruction algorithms.

As I have shown in this paper, both the discrete Fourier transform and the Haar 

wavelets make a very good approximation when decomposing the function 

f (x) = -xA3 + 6xA2 + 2x (a typical smooth and continuous model function) over the

interval x s (0, 7), and reconstructing it by using the data rounded to 95% accuracy.

However, the Haar wavelets are the simplest model of the wavelet family.

Mathematicians and researchers have discovered and are still trying to discover other 

members of the wavelet family.* For various types of functions, different wavelets have 

different usefulness in decomposition and reconstruction.

As an offshoot of the Fourier transform, wavelet theory does more than simply 

decompose and reconstitute complicated mathematical functions. More and more people 

from different fields are coming to study wavelets. Consequently we can expect to see 

more applications of wavelet theory.

They have found the Meyer wavelets, the Battle-Lemarie wavelets, the Shannon wavelets, etc.
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Appendix A

Mathematica codes to decompose a function f[t] into nmax discrete Fourier coefficients 

and, after rounding the data to 5% relative error, reconstruct the function:

original function f[t] and its graph
f[tj:=t*(2+t*(6-t));
gl = Plot[f[t],{t,0,7}];

break f[t] into nmax discrete Fourier coefficients and reconstruct f[t]
nmax=8;
deltat=7./nmax;
x = Table[f[n*deltat],{n,nmax}];
a = InverseFourier[x]*N[Sqrt[nmax]];
xnew = Fourier[a]/N[Sqrt[nmax]];
g2 = ListPlot[Table[{n*deItat, xnew[[n]]}, {n,nmax}], PIotJoined->True]

round the data set a to 5% error and reconstruct f[t]
w=SetPrecision [a [[] ] ,2]
xtrunc = Fourier[N[w]]/N[Sqrt[nmax]];
g3 = ListPlot[Table[{n*deltat, xtrunc[[n]]}, {n,nmax}], PIotJoined->True] 
Show[gl,g3]
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Appendix B

Mathematica codes to decompose a function f[x] into n pieces and break it into a set of 

• Haar wavelets and a constant, then round the data to 5% relative error and reconstruct the

function:

Clear[n,f,c,w,sl,s2,s,avg,y,difH,m,difT2,i,j,z,o,t,p] 
transform f[x] into a piecewise constant y[x] with n pieces 
n=8; sl=0; s2=7; avg=(s2-sl)/n;
f[xJ := x*(2+x*(6-x))
c =Table [Integrate [f[t], {t,s l+(i-1) * avg,s 1+i * avg} ] /avg, {i,n} ]; 
y[x_] := Which[sl<=x<s2,c[[Floor[(x-sl)/avg] + l]],True,0[ 
gl=PIot[f[x],{x,0,7}[
g2=Plot[y[x],{x,0,7}[
Show[gl,g2]
store amplitudes of each piece into diffl
Clear [diffl]

diffl = Table[(c[[2i-l]]+c[[2i]])/2, {i,n/2}[; 
m = Table[0, {i,Log[2,n]},{j,n/2}[;

store amplitudes of Haar wavelets into table diff2 and a constant w
For[j=l,j<=Log[2,n],j++,

Clear [diff2];
diffl = TabIe[diffl[[Ceiling[.5*i]]],{i,n/(2A(j-l))}]; 
If[j>=Log[2,n],m[[Log[2,n]]]=c[[l]]-diffl;

Plot[z[x]=Which[sl<=x<(s2-sl)/2, 
m [[Log[2,n] ] ] ,(s2-s l)/2<=x<s2,
-m [ [Log[2,n] ] ] ,True,0] ,{x,0,7}],

z[xJ:=Which[sl<=x<s2,c[[Floor[(x-sl)/(2Ag-l)*avg)]+l]]-
diff2[[FIoor[(x-sl)/(2A(j-l)*avg)]+l]],True,0];

PIot[z[x],{x,0,7}]:
m[[j]]= Table[c[[2*i-l]]-diff2[[2*i-l]],{i,n/2Aj}]; 

c=diffl;
a diffl=Table[(diflfl[[2i-l]]+diffl[[2i]])/2,{i,n/2A(j+l)}]

]
1

w=diffl

round the data diffl to 5% relative error and store in mtrunc
TableForm[m]
mtrunc = SetPrecision[m[[]],2[;
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TableForm[mtrunc]
Clear [diffl,difT2]
j=i;
z=mtrunc[|j]];
o=Table[(-l)A(i+l)*z[[CeiIing[.5*i]]],{i,n/2A(j-l)}];

reconstruct f[x] by using rounded data mtrunc and rounded constant w 
For[j=2,j<=Log[2,n],j++,

z=mtrunc[|j]];
diffl=Table[(-l)A(i+l)*z[[CeiIing[.5*i]]],{i,n/(2A(j-l))}];
difT2=Table[difTl[[CeiIing[.5A(j-l)*i]]],{i,n}];
t=o[[]]+diff2[[]];
o=t]

s[x_] := Which[sl<=x<s2,o[[Floor[(x-sl)/avg] + l]]+SetPrecision[w,2],True,0] 
g3=Plot[s[x],{x,0,7}]
Show[gl, g3]
p=TabIe[o[[i]]+SetPrecision[w,2],{i,n}]
q=Flatten[p]
t=Table[{avg*(2*i-l)/2,q[[i]]}
g3=ListPlot[t,PIotJoined->True]
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